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ALLOWED COLOUR 
 
 

Painting is a bit violent- don’t you think?  Especially when you are used 

to the acrid smell of photographic chemicals and squeaky-clean fingers:  

it seems crazy, messy, N-U-T-S even. 

 

Yet painting has always influenced the medium of photography.  Now, 

however, because of the mass media, painting is informed by 

photography.  Richard Coward is a photographer.  And these are his 

paintings.  But I’m not going to say that these screen prints on canvas are 

all about photography, oh no, I’m going to be crazy, messy and nuts as 

well and say they are photographs. 

 

A bold statement I know.  But why beat around the bush?  This paint 

captures a moment frozen in time.  In the same way that you get that eye-

watering anticipation waiting for the photograph to appear in the 

chemicals, these paintings- by virtue of the way they were printed on the 

canvas- are only made fully apparent when you’ve made the swipe across 

the silk and lifted the screen.  You may have an idea of what’s going to 

be there- but there’s always room for a few surprises. 

 

Coward isn’t used to surprises.  Having been a commercial photographer 

used to spending three days on a still life photograph, well, surprises are 

eliminated.  You’ve got to get the goods, so to speak.  Coming from the 

commercial background also mean that Coward is a little hesitant to say 

that these paintings are more than merely experiments (a critic once said 

he was experimental).  Well I say- if you want to dig in my field mate, 

then you call it a spade- welcome to the world of art. 
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I call it art because Coward’s “experimentation” was ultimately informed 

through decision.  In the same way that you know when to click the 

trigger of the camera, put that T-shirt with those jeans, pick that brand of 

coke- its all about those subconscious conclusions that appear not to 

mean anything.  But you know that they’re right when you do them.  As 

Coward said himself: “If I put yellow on, what do I do- if red, what do I 

do? - Or what happens”? 

 

These paintings are all about the dialogue between the colours- putting 

the gorgeous blue with that red- movement, tone and composition.  The 

layers of the paint, sore are translucent-, others block and unsettle the eye 

elsewhere.  It’s a quick process-‘cos this stuff dries damn fast.  It takes a 

vat of coffee and 10000 fags to get Richard Coward up at the crack of 

dawn to blast through his ideas.  And for someone like Coward: a 

photographer with a capital P- so sure of his camera equipment that one 

shot is enough- these paintings in a sense allow him to take ‘snaps’.  

Good God- we really are on dangerous turf here.  Metaphorically 

speaking, of course.  Some work, others don’t, but Coward is grasping 

the concept of risk.  But he is never tempted to re-work his prints with a 

‘dorb’ or splash because  “…it’s not about repetition, as soon as they feel 

repetitive then that’s it…the end of that” Of course, one frame is enough 

after all. 

 

It must be tiring to know exactly what to expect and quite draining to be 

restricted by the knowledge that you can make something exactly how it 

is.  I think Coward reached that point with photography.  But we must 

also remember that photographs are never a literal record of something.  

The construction of ‘reality’ in photography is probably best explained by 

the example of documentary photography.  The exact reality that Coward 
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strives to produce with the technical skills is rarely seen in colour.  Think 

back: some of the most powerful photographs one sees are in black and 

white.  Surely, one would think that colour is most representative of 

reality as we see it.  But that’s a whole other article.  The point being, that 

colour has other meaning, both in photography and paint.  Through paint 

Coward has allowed colour to mean something else beyond his control, 

allowing for it to be ephemeral.  A colour photograph just wouldn’t have 

cut it. 

 

Even beyond that, it has to be noted that he is not a pure colourist.  Signs 

and symbols are a recurrent theme (no, I’m not going to tell you what 

they are because you’ll have to see for yourself).  But they have the Zen-

like quality of a precise movement or motion.  Coward reminds me of 

Mark Rothko) photographers dig Rothko- and I’ll put money on it) in that 

instead of soft edged ‘breathing’ colour Coward presents the same 

transcendental meaning via hyperventilating colour action.  Hey, man 

they are bright!  And Rothko knew about big, for he spoke about big 

things beyond the surface: up close, tiny.  Coward is this way too.  Much 

like how Bruce Le could tear you a new arsehole by punching his fist an 

inch- it’s small but you know it’s BIG. 

 

He may not agree with this hypothesis of his work and indeed you may 

not either.  But you realise and remember the Zen of the paint and know 

how big the meaning is, Richard Coward, and say it loud ‘cos you’re 

worth hearing. 

 

 

 

 


